
With passion, for women!



Welcome to “Guban”: developing a shoe has never been
easier!

In 1937, “Guban” began its production of women shoes
and soon it became a brand of refinement and quality, which
went down in history as the guarantee of the most comfortable
shoes, regardless the height of the heel. Celebrities like Sophia
Loren or Queen Elizabeth II wore “Guban” shoes.

Today, the company operates in Timisoara, manufacturing
women shoes that stand out for their quality, comfort, femineity,
sensuality, precious materials and rigorously studied details.
“Guban” shoes are both classic and contemporary at the same
time, combining the elegance of classic lines with the tonicity of
the latest fashion trends.



Through the experience and professionalism gained in over
80 years of existence, combined with innovation and passion for
excellence, we have managed to offer our customers a wide
range of models, “hand-made”, made entirely out of natural
leather, with an innovative design and a shoe based on medical
studies.

The most remarkable shoe made in our factory is the
classic Stiletto, a shoe that has not changed significantly since
the ‘60s and which is the most powerful weapon of femineity
and seduction. We managed to make the stiletto both attractive
and comfortable, transforming its wear into a pleasure for
women throughout the day, accessorizing any outfit, for an
unforgettable appearance.



We can provide for you the following services:

❖Design Consultation: you can send us your design sketches
and briefings to get an initial review and quotes for product
development stage.

❖Mold Development: we can use your molds or we can produce
them for you, developing also components, outsoles and inner
soles.

❖Prototyping and Sampling: this is an important process that
is used as a blueprint before starting the production order

❖Small Batch Production: we have a minimum order quantity
requirement of 10 pairs/model, this allowing you to
manufacture in small, medium or large quantities.



❖Packaging and Quality Control: we provide you solutions

for personalized packaging and we make sure that all the

quality standards are met.

We say that we manufacture

shoes with soul, because each pair

is going thorough forty hands from

the design until it gets to the feet of

the one for which it was created.



G.P.& Company S.A.
22, Stan Vidrighin street, Timisoara
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www.guban.ro
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